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The most recent Description of Routes update occurred in May, 1981. Since that
time, numerous
service changes have been made.
As a result, all sheets, including
A new binder, however, will NOT be
those without service changes, are being replaced.
issued.
The interlock section of the Description of Routes has been changed to list, by
route, those routes that have pieces of work on ("to") another route or are worked by
("from") another route.
The attached updated sheets are based on changes through June 30, 1982. Following is a list of routes which have had changes since June 30, that we are now in the
process of updating and will be distributed as soon as they become available.
Change

Route
iff 1

Indiana/Hyde

Park

.

Sun/Holiday - northbound
0630, not 0730.

starts at

7

Harrison

.

now operates

11

Lincoln

.

Mon-Fri, southbound service from Devon/Kedzie
to State/Congress ends at 2004, not 2104

16

Lake

.

Now operates both eastbound and westbound on Lake
to/from Wacker; no longer operates on Clinton,
Canal, Madison or Franklin.

17

Wes tchester ..,

.

change

34

South Michigan

.

extended evening hours to Mon-Fri
Dan Ryan - 119th/Ashland

61

Archer/Franklin

.

Now operates southbound on Wells; no longer
operates southbound on Franklin

68

Northwest

.

All trips extended

76

Diversey

.

Mon-Fri

85A

North Central

.

schedule change-increasing
number of late night
trips; change in Sunday times

96

Lunt

.

eastbound
not 0240

.

minor schedule

Express

Highway

southbound

service

on Wacker,

not Franklin

in PO/PI route
between

95th!

to Touhy/Prospect.

Harlem-Logan

Sun/Holiday

Square

trips eliminated.

serv~ce

starts

at 0740,

100

Jeffery Manor

126

Jackson

.

now operates southbound on Wacker, not Franklin;
schedule changes - extend evening hour until late
PM Saturday and Sunday between Union Station and
Planetarium, via McCormick Place.

Or leans

.

minor schedule

~128

eTA 8422 REV. 4/76

Express

change

- MonlFr i.

change - northbound
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Change

Route
#129

North Wes tern/Franklin

145

Wilson/Michigan

151

Sheridan

27

(owl)

South Deering

,

.

now operates on Wacker northbound and southbound,
both AM and PM, not Franklin; in AM operates southbound on Wells, not Orleans

.

discontinue local service Mon-Fri
other minor schedule changes

.

During owl period now operates
Wacker, not on Franklin

.

addtional PI/PO route via northbound
southbound via Yale.

1917-2001;

southbound

on

Wentworth,

Over the past year many changes in staffing and organization have taken place, and
we have revised our distribution list. Please inform Ms. Marilyn Hayward on extension
4051 if further changes in our mailing list should be made.
The Lnt ent is to have updates
go as directly as possible to those who will be using and keeping up the book. As we are
now out of binders those no longer in active use should be returned.
I would like to thank Mr. Andris Kristopans, a former eTA employee for his contribution to the Description of Routes.
Mr. Kristopans volunteered his services over the
past year to complete the route history segment of the book.
Finally, if you would like to make any suggestions or corrections regarding
information, please feel free to call Ms. Judy Hedin, on extension 4052.
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